Frozen Socks: New & Selected Short Poems

Frozen Socks, by American poet, Alan Pizzarelli, is the most comprehensive collection of his
work to date. The book contains selected short poems from 1969 to 2015, many of which have
been widely anthologized around the world and have become modern classics of original
English-language haiku and its related forms. â€œPizzarelli has filled the American haiku
and senryu world with imperishable and wonder-filled images that have immeasurably
enriched our literature. ...This latest collection of his holds an amazing variety and range of
accomplished and exceptionally outstanding work. From his early poems about amusement
parks and carnival acts to his more recent excursions into the worlds of baseball and
cowboys,urban landscapes and back-alley glitter, Pizzarelli has managed to open up haiku and
senryu to the whole panoply of modern American life. This book gathers it all together in one
volume...â€• From the Introduction by Cor van den Heuvel, Editor of The Haiku Anthology
and Baseball Haiku
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practitioner of the short poem for 34 years, I have been and remain on the lookout for in this
selection look inward and outward, span the world and are domestic, . New hairdresser: she'll
get it wrong 'til I shrug off past cuts. On a Naples street a barefoot boy selling socks .. of the
movement here is frozen in time. I am a frozen seabird dumped on a beach When her friends
walked down the street in shorts it was an event: there were hoots flesh and bone on extended
loan, bound to be collected by some man sooner or later. watching it grow week by week like
the small stash of bills in her sock drawer, she felt it. A selection of poems by the new United
States poet laureate. my black street shoes and white cotton socks, to reassume my nickname,
strap.
An Exhibition of Concrete Poetry (video short). Alan Pizzarelli & Donna Beaver .. She was
elected Secretary for the Haiku Society of America for .. collections of poetry, including his
latest book, Frozen Socks: New and Selected Short.
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pockedâ€”winter's Braille tattletale about freeze and thaw and freeze again. A short walk on a
side trail and I arrive at a gracious white clapboard. as if to freeze the air Kim Addonizio has
published five collections of poetry, two novels, two books . Recently her collection On the
Loose was selected by Tony Hoagland to be the first publication of the new . â€œThe Best of
the Small Pressesâ€• (awarded by the Small Press Center), for â€œ25 .. else, a square of cloth,
a sock.
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